
Welcome to Runebound
The cards you hold in your hands are expansions for the fantasy adven-

ture board game of RUNEBOUND SECOND EDITION. RUNEBOUND takes

place in the land of Terrinoth, a magical, dangerous world of powerful

wizards, noble knights, vicious monsters, and power-mad tyrants. It is

a world of great quests and mighty deeds. Above all, it is a world of

legendary heroes, and the time has come for you to join them.

The cards in these packs add diversity and excitement to your basic

RUNEBOUND game. Each expansion is used in a different way. VA 12

RELICS OF LEGEND and VA 13 ARTIFACTS AND ALLIES offer new Item

and Ally cards for your Heroes. They can be used with any

RUNEBOUND adventure. VA 14 TERRORS OF THE TOMB and VA 15 THE

DARK FOREST offer new themed Encounter and Challenge cards for

your Heroes to face. They are designed for use with the “Rise of the

Dragon Lords” adventure. VA 16 CROWN OF THE ELDER KINGS and

VA 17 THE SCEPTER OF KYROS are entirely new adventures that are

designed to replace the “Rise of the Dragon Lords” adventure. They

include new adventure cards of various levels, and each introduces a

new story twist and new villains to the traditional RUNEBOUND experi-

ence. Consult each expansion’s section in this document for rules on

how to use them.
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VA 12: Relics of Legend &
VA 13: Artifacts and Allies

During the Dragon Wars, the free cities of

Terrinoth created powerful Items as tokens for

their champions. They gave these Artifacts,

Weapons, Armor, and even Allies (in the form

of magical animal statues that come to life) to

the Heroes of the land. Now the RELICS OF

LEGEND are scattered, but great power will

come to those who gather them.

Meanwhile, the new ARTIFACTS AND ALLIES

turn the rules of RUNEBOUND on their head.

Some encourage Hero cooperation, while some

guarantee Hero conflict! This expansion intro-

duces new Allies called Familiars, which are

used more for protection and trickery than for

combat; a Hero may have one familiar in addi-

tion to his normal Ally limit. Any Ally card with

the symbol of a falcon on a gloved fist in the

lower left corner of its picture is a Familiar.

Setup
Just shuffle the RELICS OF LEGEND or

ARTIFACTS AND ALLIES cards (or both!) into the market deck, and

you’re ready to play! If you want your game to focus on the new cards,

you can instead deal market cards only from the expansion packs until

they run out, then use the normal market deck.

VA 14: Terrors of the Tomb 

& VA 15: The Dark Forest
The first of these themed adventure card expan-

sions lets Heroes face the TERRORS OF THE

TOMB, whether they be hideous undead, dark

ghosts, or their own nightmares. The second

dares the Heroes to venture into the DARK

FOREST to face deadly foes, savage creatures,

and mysterious spirits.

Setup

Setup for both of these adventure card expan-

sions is simple. First, separate the expansion

cards by color (green, yellow, blue, and red)

into four decks. If you want to integrate them

randomly into your game, shuffle each of these

decks into the “Rise of the Dragon Lords”

adventure deck of the corresponding color

(shuffle the green cards into the green adventure

deck, the yellow cards into the yellow adventure

deck, and so on), and you’re ready to play! If

you want your game to focus on the new cards,

rather than shuffling the four decks into the

“Rise of the Dragon Lords” decks, keep them

separate. Instead, draw adventure cards only from the expansion decks

until they run out, then use the normal “Rise of the Dragon Lords”

decks.

VA 16: Crown of the Elder Kings
CROWN OF THE ELDER KINGS is an adven-

ture variant that brings you back to the world

of RUNEBOUND, this time as the villains! You

are an Elder King reborn, and your goal is to

gather the Guardians and Vassals of the land

under your banner and to reclaim your

throne!

CROWN OF THE ELDER KINGS includes 30

new adventure cards: 9 new green

Challenges, 5 new yellow Challenges, and

16 new blue Challenges, Events, and

Encounters. This expansion replaces the

“Rise of the Dragon Lords” adventure.

Setup
1. Set aside all blue cards from “Rise of the Dragon Lords.” You will

not need them when playing this adventure variant.

2. Separate the CROWN OF THE ELDER KINGS cards by color (green,

yellow, and blue). Place the green cards next to the green adventure

deck,  the yellow cards next to the yellow adventure deck, and

place the blue cards on the blue adventure deck space. 

3. Set up the game as described in the RUNEBOUND rules. 

Gameplay
Gameplay begins as normal, except that a player who draws an Encounter

or Event from a RUNEBOUND adventure deck should discard it without

resolving it (though a drawn Event should still cause  the starburst adven-

ture jewels to be replenished), then draw and resolve a new card to replace

it from the CROWN OF THE ELDER KINGS adventure deck of the appropri-

ate color. If no CROWN OF THE ELDER KINGS adventure cards of the

appropriate color remain, the player draws again from the same

RUNEBOUND adventure deck.

However, while Vorakesh attempts to resurrect Margath, you know a

ritual that will allow you to become an Elder King and destroy the

Dragon Lords! Your goal is to collect Vassals (the blue Challenges in

this expansion) so you can become the Elder King, which initiates the

Endgame. Each Vassal has a rank and house. The four ranks are

Knaves, Knights, Ladies, and Dukes. The three houses are Secrets,

Blood, and Hate. A Hero becomes the Elder King and the Endgame

begins after a player’s Experience Step if he has collected a set of

Vassals. A set consists of three of a kind of any rank (3 Knaves, 3

Knights, 3 Ladies, or 3 Dukes) or three Vassals from a single house

(for instance, the Knave, Knight, and Duke of Secrets). 

Example: Rob has already defeated and collected the Lady of Secrets,

Knight of Hate, and Knight of Secrets. He attempts a blue adventure and

draws the Knave of Secrets. If he can defeat that Challenge, he will have

the Knave, Knight, and Lady of Secrets: a complete set of Vassals.

Assuming he defeats the Challenge, he would then complete his

Experience Step as normal. At the end of his turn, the Endgame would

begin. 

Additionally, any defeated Dragon Lord (the Challenges from the red

RUNEBOUND adventure deck) counts as a “wild card” that acts as any

Vassal of any house for the purposes of completing your set. Finally,

any player who defeats Lord Margath is considered to have completed

his set and becomes the Elder King, regardless of whether or not he has

completed a set of Vassals. 

Endgame

During the Endgame, the other players attempt to defeat the Elder King

using rules similar to the Endgame rules of the Doom Track variant (see

RUNEBOUND SECOND EDITION rulebook). When the Endgame begins, do

the following:

1.   The player who became the Elder King discards any Dragon Lord

cards he has collected, places up to three of his Vassals in front of

his Hero card in an order of his choice, and becomes the Elder

King.

2. Determine the level of the other players’ Heroes. (A Hero’s level is

equal to one plus its total number of experience counters).

The player with the highest-level Hero is the first to attempt the Elder

King Confrontation (detailed below), followed by the player with the

second highest-level Hero, and so on. If two or more players are tied for

a level, the tie is broken by determining which player has the most gold,

then by which has the most unspent adventure counters, then determined

randomly. 



Elder King Confrontation

Each time a Hero begins the Elder King Confrontation, discard all ^ and

> from all Heroes, Allies, and Vassals still in play, then refresh all cards.

When it is your turn to attempt the Elder King Confrontation, you must

enter combat with the Elder King’s Vassals in order from first to last, and

then must face the Elder King and his Allies (with combat between

Heroes as normal). There is no Refresh or Movement Step between com-

bats. If a challenging Hero is knocked out, that player is eliminated from

play and the next highest-level Hero attempts the Confrontation. If a

Hero defeats a Vassal, it is discarded and he moves on to the next enemy.

If a Hero defeats the Elder King, the Elder King is eliminated from play

and the challenger becomes the new Elder King. He discards his Dragon

Lord cards, places up to three Vassals (if he has any) in front of his char-

acter in an order of his choice, and then the next highest-level Hero may

attempt to unseat him.

Example: Continuing the previous example, Rob has become the Elder

King. He decides to use the Lady of Secrets, Knight of Secrets, and Knight

of Hate in the Endgame Confrontation. Note that, even though the Knight

of Hate was not part of the completed set of Vassals that Rob used to

become the Elder King, that card may still be included as one of the

Vassals used during the Endgame. Likewise, just because the Knave of

Secrets was used to complete the set, Rob does not need to use him in the

Endgame Confrontation.

Rich has the highest-level Hero from among the other players, so he

attempts the Endgame Confrontation first. All players refresh their activat-

ed cards and discard all ^ and > from their Heroes and Allies. Rich then

enters combat with Rob’s Vassals, one after the other. Rich defeats the

Lady of Secrets, discards that card, and moves on to the Knight of Secrets.

Unfortunately, his luck doesn’t hold; he is knocked out while facing the

Knight of Secrets. Then Raya, the player with the next highest-level Hero,

attempts the Confrontation. Rob discards the ^ that the Knight of Secrets

suffered during combat with Rich, then Raya enters combat with that

Vassal (she doesn’t need to face the Lady of Secrets, because that Vassal

was already defeated and discarded). Raya wins her way all the way to

Rob’s Hero card, engages in combat with him using the rules for combat

between Heroes, and wins! Now Raya discards her Dragon Lord cards (of

which she had one) and places up to three Vassals in front of her (she has

only the Knight of Blood). Casey is the last player still in the game, so he

then begins the Endgame Confrontation. Raya hopes that her single Vassal

will weaken his Hero enough that she can defeat him . . .

If all of the other players are eliminated from play, the current (or most

recent, in the case of simultaneous elimination) Elder King wins.

VA 17: The Scepter of Kyros
THE SCEPTER OF KYROS is an adventure vari-

ant that brings you back to the world of

RUNEBOUND with an all-new twist! 10 years

after the defeat of Margath, a new threat

arrives . . . the Giant Lords, led by Kyros the

Mighty!

THE SCEPTER OF KYROS includes 30 new

adventure cards: 6 new green Events and

Encounters, 6 new yellow Events and

Encounters, and 18 new blue Challenges

called Giant Lords. This expansion replaces

the “Rise of the Dragon Lords” adventure.

Setup
1. Set aside all blue and red cards from the “Rise of the Dragon Lords”

adventure. Keep these cards handy, as you may need them later.

2. Separate the THE SCEPTER OF KYROS cards by color (green, yellow,

and blue). Place the green cards next to the green adventure deck and

the yellow cards next to the yellow adventure deck. The Giant Lord

deck of blue Challenges replaces the blue adventure deck, and should

be placed on the blue adventure deck space. 

3. Set up the game as described in the RUNEBOUND rules, except that no

red adventure counters are placed on the board. 

Gameplay
Gameplay begins as normal, except that a player who draws an Encounter

or Event from a RUNEBOUND adventure deck should discard it without

resolving it (though a drawn Event should still cause  the starburst adven-

ture jewels to be replenished), then draw a new card to replace it from the

THE SCEPTER OF KYROS adventure deck of the appropriate color. After

that card is resolved, or if no THE SCEPTER OF KYROS adventure cards of

the appropriate color remain, the player draws again from the same

RUNEBOUND adventure deck.

Example: Darin ends his Hero’s movement on a yellow adventure jewel

and attempts the adventure. He draws the yellow Event “Brother Against

Brother.” He replenishes the adventure jewels surrounded by sunbursts,

then discards the Event. He then draws a card from the yellow SCEPTER OF

KYROS adventure deck (if he had drawn and discarded a green Event, he

would instead draw a card from the green SCEPTER OF KYROS adventure

deck). He draws the yellow Encounter “Footprints in the Earth” and

resolves it as normal, then draws from the yellow RUNEBOUND adventure

deck again. This time he draws a Challenge, so he proceeds to resolve it as

normal.

Example: Darrell ends his Hero’s movement on a green adventure jewel

and attempts the adventure. He draws the green Encounter “Hidden

Treasure,” so he discards it and then draws a card from the green SCEPTER

OF KYROS adventure deck. He draws the green Event “Rumblings in the

Earth” and resolves it as normal. Note that the THE SCEPTER OF KYROS

Event cards do not have starbursts in the lower left-hand corner, so he

does not need to replenish the adventure jewels with starbursts. After

resolving “Rumblings in the Earth,” he draws draws from the green

RUNEBOUND adventure deck again . . . and draws another Encounter! He

must then discard it and repeat the process described above.

All blue adventure cards in this expansion are Challenges called Giant

Lords. After the eighth Giant Lord is defeated, the active player completes

his turn. Then, after that player’s Experience Step, the Endgame begins.

Endgame
In this Endgame, the Giant Lords descend from the north and attempt to

conquer Terrinoth, one city at a time. First, shuffle all Giant Lord cards on

the undefeated challenge track back into the Giant Lord deck. Then draw a

card from the Giant Lord deck and place it, face up, next to the top-most

market stack that does not already have a Giant Lord next to it. This town

is now Occupied. Continue drawing and placing Giant Lords in this man-

ner until the number of Occupied towns are equal to the number of players

plus one. The first town to be Occupied will therefore always be Frostgate,

followed by Greyhaven, Nerekhall, and so on. Once the correct number of

Giant Lords are placed, place a red adventure counter on each Occupied

town space. Play then proceeds as normal, except that Heroes may not

enter Market Steps in Occupied towns and may not move to Occupied

towns if they are knocked out.

Example: Alfredo is playing RUNEBOUND with two of his friends. He

attempts a blue adventure and defeats it, which also happens to be the

eighth Giant Lord defeated thus far. He finishes his turn, then the Endgame

begins. Since there are three players, there will be four Giant Lord

invaders occupying towns. He draws the Giant Lord “Grimgrieve the

Twisted” and places it next to Frostgate’s market stack, then draws the

Giant Lord “Relishi the Wrathful” and places it next to Greyhaven’s mar-

ket stack, and so on down to Forge. Then play moves on to the player to

Alfredo’s right.

Players may attempt to Liberate a town by moving into the town’s space

and entering combat with its Giant Lord. However, the Giant Lords have

two advantages when being attacked in their fortified strongholds:

improved attributes and access to the town’s market stack!

When a Hero attacks a Giant Lord in a town, the player to the attacking

player’s left may choose one experience counter to give to the Giant Lord

per card in the town’s market stack. The Giant Lord’s attributes, Life value,

and Stamina value (which is 0 by default) receive the benefits of the

bonuses shown on the experience counters. Giant Lords may only receive

one of each type of experience counter, so they are limited to five total

experience counters, even if there are more than five cards in the town’s

market stack. Additionally, the +2 @, +2 %, and +2 < experience counters

also increase the Giant Lord’s damage value in that phase by 1.

Example: Alfredo attacks Yanesh the Bloodthirsty, the Giant Lord occupy-

ing Greyhaven. John is sitting to Alfredo’s left, so he counts the number of

cards in Greyhaven’s market stack; there is an Ally, a Rage Blade, the Eyes

of Avra, and the Mirror of Shael, for a total of four cards. He chooses the

“+1 ^,” “+2 >,” “+2 @,” and “+2 %” experience counters from the

experience counter pool and places them next to the Giant Lord card.

Yanesh the Bloodthirsty’s attributes and Life and Stamina values are now

as shown below:

@16/3 %19/5 <13/1 ^ 5 > 2
Finally, the Giant Lord may use Items in the town’s market stack just as if

he were a Hero! Items that can only be activated during the Movement

Step may not be used, and the Giant Lord never moves from the town. The

player to the attacker’s left decides how Items are used, activated, or dis-

carded. For the purposes of tests, the Giant Lord’s @, %, and < values are

equal to its @, %, and < –10.

Example: It is the “Before Combat” phase of the combat from the previ-

ous example. Since the Challenge’s “Before Combat” effects resolve first,

John looks at Yanesh the Bloodthirsty’s options. The card itself has a pas-

sive ability, so there’s nothing to be done there. The Ally and the Eyes of

Avra may not be used, so he ignores them. That leaves the Dwarven Fire

Bomb, the Mirror of Shael, and the Rage Blade. John decides that Yanesh

will use the Mirror of Shael, so he activates it and Yanesh takes 1 > (if he

did not have the “+2 >” experience counter, he would not be able to do

so). Throughout this combat, any time the Giant Lord takes 1 or more ^

as the result of a magic combat roll, Alfredo’s Hero will take 1 ^ as well.

Additionally, thanks to the Rage Blade, Yanesh’s inflicts +2 ^ in the melee

phase, for a total of 7 ^!

If a Hero is knocked out facing a Giant Lord in a town, discard the Giant

Lord’s experience counters as well as any ^ or > it took during the com-

bat. If a Hero defeats a Giant Lord, he takes the card, the red adventure

counter (which may be spent as normal), and any reward listed on the card.

Leave any experience counters on the card. The attacking Hero then con-

tinues with his turn, entering a Market Step in the Liberated town as nor-

mal. However, because of his heroic acts, he is also rewarded by the town

with the spoils of victory; during that Market Step, he may take one card of

his choice from the town’s market stack for free. 

Winning the Game
The game ends when the last of the giant-occupied towns is Liberated. The

player with the most fame points wins. Each Giant Lord, whether defeated

through normal adventuring or in the Endgame, is worth 1 fame point +1

per experience counter on it. Ties are broken by first checking to see which

Hero is highest level, then by which has the most gold, and finally by

which has the most unspent adventure counters.


